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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The LaPrele Irrigation District (LID) distributes water to over 100 users and irrigates approximately 
11,462 acres, according to the 2017 Wyoming Irrigation Systems Survey Report [Wyoming Water 
Development Commission, 2017]. As shown in Figure 1-1, the LID is located in Converse County west 
of the City of Douglas and is supplied with water from the LaPrele Creek. The LID owns and operates 
the LaPrele Reservoir and distributes water for irrigation, domestic, and industrial uses through the 
Main Canal Diversion, the West Side Ditch Diversion, intermediate regulating reservoirs, and more than 
94 miles of canals and laterals. 
 

Figure 1-1.  Location of the LaPrele Irrigation District. 

The LaPrele Project was first planned in 1905 and was intended to irrigate 27,000 acres. The LaPrele 
Dam, which is a reinforced concrete slab and buttress dam, and its distribution system were 
constructed in 1909. In 1970, a flood on the LaPrele Creek nearly overtopped the dam, which raised 
concerns about the dam’s spillway capacity. These concerns and the questionable integrity of the dam 
itself led the State Engineer’s Office (SEO) to restrict storage within the reservoir. The dam was 
eventually rehabilitated, and storage restrictions were lifted in 1983. 

2.0 PROJECT MEETINGS 
Project meetings were held periodically throughout the Master Plan project schedule. Most meetings 
were held in Douglas, Wyoming, with LID staff and board members, representatives from the project’s 
consulting companies, and the Wyoming Water Development Office (WWDO). Public outreach meetings 
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were also systematically placed throughout the project’s timeline to incorporate and address the 
public’s interests and concerns. 

3.0 INFORMATION COLLECTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
All historical reports, available mapping, and data related to water conservation, structural condition, 
and water management pertinent to the LID were gathered and reviewed. A summary of historical 
reports and maps pertinent to the LID water conservation, structural conditions, and water 
management are listed in Table 3-1. Historical construction plans were collected for LID and compiled 
into Appendix A of the report. 

Table 3-1.  List of Historical Reports and Construction Plans for LaPrele Irrigation District 

Author Year Study 

L. C. Bishop 1930 Special Report on the LaPrele Dam 

University of Wyoming 1933 Soils and Alfalfa Production on LaPrele 

L. C. Bishop 1946 Wyoming Irrigation Laws and Early Irrigation 

R. Birch and R. Davis 1950 Geology Report of Boxelder Creek Dam 

USBR 1961 La Prele Unit, Wyoming: Missouri River Basin Project 

DMJM – Phillips Reister, Inc. 1976 La Prele Dam Rehabilitation 

Engineering Associates 1976 Construction Plans for LaPrele Reservoir Diversion System 

J. T. Doyle 1979 Douglas Water Users Tunnel Cut and Dam 

J. S. Moore  1980 Geologic Investigation of Chamberlain Dam 

Nelson Engineering 1984 La Prele Irrigation System Renovation – Construction Drawings 

US Department of Agriculture 1986 Computation Sheet 

LID 1988 Study Request and Data Sheet 

SCS 1990 LaPrele Reservoir Operating Guide 

LID 2002 LaPrele Irrigation District: 2002 Assessment, Water Rights, and Irrigated Lands 

4.0 SYSTEM ASSESSMENT AND INVENTORY 
A full assessment and inventory of the LID delivery system were performed. This assessment included 
an analysis of the LaPrele Reservoir Dam and spillway, spillway rock analysis, evaluation of all LID 
structures, geological investigations, Delivery System Loss Analysis, and review of easements. 

4.1 DAM STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT 
The assessment at LaPrele Dam included the following initial observations of significance: 
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/ Multiple surface springs along both abutments and downstream from the dam, as well as 
flowing foundation relief wells. 

/ Erosion of the east bank of the creek downstream from the dam adjacent to the access road. 

/ Some deterioration of the emergency spillway concrete. 

/ Potential for future rockfall in the east wall of the emergency spillway exit. 

4.2 SPILLWAY ROCKBLOCK ANALYSIS 
The Spillway Rockblock Analysis included a more-thorough inspection of the rock mass along the east 
wall of the emergency spillway exit. Large loose rock blocks were identified, and visual observations 
concluded that there are at least three boulders with a high risk of falling, two of which have a high 
likelihood of striking the dam. Cursory observations of the surrounding canyon walls led to identifying 
additional rockblocks with fall potential. A legitimate risk of rockfall was generally determined to exist 
near the dam, and that such falls have reasonable chances of impacting the dam structure. 

4.3 ENGINEERING EVALUATION OF STRUCTURES 
The structure evaluation included a field inventory of the LID conveyance system to provide a 
comprehensive mapping and system evaluation of irrigation infrastructure, including features that 
could affect canal conveyance, operations, and maintenance, such as bridges and pipeline crossings. A 
total of 408 individual sites were inventoried, rated for overall condition and life expectancy, and 
prioritized for action. Several structures that are critical to the LID’s operations were found in poor or 
failing condition, including: 

/ The East Main Diversion Facility 

/ The East Main Canal Wasteway, also known as the West Main Diversion 1 

/ The West Main Diversion Facility, also known as the West Main Diversion 2 

/ The West Main Tunnel 

Replacement of the East Main Diversion Facility is a high priority, as is rehabilitation of the West Main 
Diversion 1. The West Main Diversion 2 has been rehabilitated since the initial inspection. The West 
Main Tunnel was given a more-thorough inspection after the initial, a summary of which is included in 
Appendix C, and some rehabilitation efforts have been undertaken since. 

4.4 GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 
Geologic Investigations consisted of a first-order regional geological study to identify characteristics of 
bedrock geology, surface geology, soil infiltration, and land surface slope within the District. This 
information, detailed in the report, can be referenced at a high level for evaluating construction and 
rehabilitation priorities and suitability. 

4.5 DELIVERY SYSTEM LOSS ANALYSIS 
The loss analysis included the integration of multiple analyses to identify high-loss segments of the 
delivery system and quantify those losses. These analyses included discussions with LID and review of 
past reports, an in-field instrumentation study to measure actual losses, a GIS-based soil analysis, and 
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calculations from available delivery records. The final analysis prioritized sections of the delivery 
system for lining or piping and estimated the overall efficiency of the entire LID delivery system to be 
50.5 percent during the 2017 irrigation season. 

4.6 EASEMENT AND RIGHT-OF-WAY ANALYSIS 
No easements for LID recorded with Converse County were found. Text from the state of Wyoming, 
State Board of Control document titled Legal Aspects Relating to Ditch Rights and Easements indicates 
that the ditch owner (LID) has the right to access the ditch and inspect and make repairs in its existing 
location [SEO, 1994]. Modifying the ditch alignment would consequently require establishing a new 
prescriptive easement. 

5.0 CURRENT OPERATIONS AND IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY 
ANALYSIS 

An assessment of the current water order and billing methods for the LID found that the system is 
relatively complex and processed manually, require an extensive amount of work. The process could be 
improved by moving the system into an electronic format to automatically track the deliveries made, 
remaining allotments, and adjustments to allotments during a wet season, as well as provide a 
comprehensive archive of seasonal operations. In addition, automation of the delivery system could 
allow for remote delivery adjustments, which would reduce travel time and manual operation required 
by the LID District Manager or other LID personnel. 
 
An irrigation efficiency analysis characterized the current state of irrigation throughout the LID system 
to determine the total Consumptive Irrigation Requirement (CIR), the On-Farm Delivery Requirement 
(ODR) based on the overall on-farm irrigation efficiency of 64 percent, and the required total diversion 
requirement based on the delivery system efficiency of 50.3 percent. These requirements were 
compared to available water under current conditions, shown in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1.  Water Requirements with Existing LID Conditions 

Measure 

Volume  
(acre-feet) 

Requirement Available 

Crop Irrigation 19,041 6,435 

On-Farm Delivery 29,766 10,060 

Total Diversion 59,176 20,000 

An Automation Analysis was performed to understand operational and delivery efficiency of the LID 
system. Instrumentation was installed at several lateral headgates and flumes to record fluctuations in 
water levels and deliveries. Water-level fluctuations in the canal were shown to result in fluctuations in 
flow delivered down each lateral, and actual lateral deliveries were compared to expected deliveries 
(where recorded) to determine efficiency. A lateral with 100 percent operational and delivery efficiency 
would result in actual flow consistently equal to the expected flow for delivery. The results from three 
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laterals are shown in Table 5-2. Unintended fluctuations throughout the system and the resulting 
inefficiencies could be addressed with automation of lateral headgates and/or canal check-structure 
gates. 

Table 5-2.  Lateral Percent Efficiency and Average Daily Loss Summary 

Lateral 
Headgate 

Percent 
Efficiency 

Average Daily Loss 
(acre-feet) 

Lateral No. 4 88 2.35 

Lateral No. 5, 6, 7 86 3.38 

Lateral No. 9 34 6.91 

Total 12.6 

6.0 REVIEW OF WATER RIGHTS 
Water rights information was identified and reviewed for the LID. Information was collected from 
tabulating adjudicated water rights that were prepared by the Wyoming SEO’s e-Permit database. Point 
of Diversion (POD) and Point of Use (POU) data were compiled and analyzed in the project’s final 
geodatabase. 

7.0 REHABILITATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN 
The rehabilitation plan represents a District Master Plan of improvements to its existing facilities and 
infrastructure. The Master Plan is intended to provide the LID with a schedule of economically feasible 
projects to address the following components: 

/ LaPrele Dam 

/ Structure Replacement and Rehabilitation 

/ Canal Lining and Pipe Conversion 

/ Delivery System Automation 

/ On-Farm Improvements. 

7.1 LAPRELE DAM 
Evaluations at LaPrele Dam identified a wide range of potential issues to address or evaluate further. At 
least two rock blocks were identified as immediate threats to the integrity of the dam if they were to fall. 
Real-time monitoring of these blocks is recommended, but cursory inspections led to generally 
identifying additional rock blocks with fall potential. Therefore, the following activities are also 
recommended for a Level II Study to better identify, quantify, and mitigate the potential for rockfall 
impacts capable of damaging the LaPrele Dam: 

/ Establish a study area to include potential rockfall with likelihood of impacting the dam 

/ Conduct a three-dimensional survey of the study area to aid in identification of hazards 
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/ Inspect potential hazards within the study area 

/ Estimate the energy of potential rockfall hazards and quantify the risk of impact to the dam 

/ Prioritize the rockfall hazards identified 

/ Produce conceptual designs for mitigating the priority rockfall hazards 

Additional considerations related to the LaPrele Dam were identified and the following activities are 
recommended: 

/ Investigate geology near the dam beyond rockfall hazards, including faults, folds, and jointing in 
the dam foundation 

/ Analyze structural integrity of the dam 

/ Perform a seismic analysis on the dam 

/ Address streambank erosion along the access road to the dam 

/ Provide remote monitoring and control of the dam outlet pipes 

/ Evaluate and address deterioration of the emergency spillway concrete crest 

/ Update plans for inspection, monitoring, and maintenance 

/ Update the Emergency Action Plan 

7.2 STRUCTURE REPLACEMENT AND REHABILITATION 
A “Rehabilitation Priority Index” was developed and assigned to each inventoried structure, combining 
considerations for structure type, condition, and number of farm turnouts depending on the structure. 
The purpose of the prioritization scheme is to create an objective means of weighing the relative 
importance of any given structure to all district water users for LID Board Management. For all 
structures identified for replacement, conceptual designs and cost estimates were developed. Projects 
may be selected upon available funding, staff availability, or bundled in construction projects. Cost 
estimates for these components are discussed in Chapter 8.0. 

7.3 CANAL LINING AND PIPE CONVERSION 
The Delivery System Loss Analysis was used to identify canal and lateral segments with the highest 
loss rates. The upper segment of the West Lateral and a segment of the East Main Canal along Table 
Mountain were determined to have the highest loss rates, which was confirmed through discussions 
with LID personnel and board members. The East Main Canal segment would be recommended for 
lining, while the West Lateral segment could be converted to buried pipe. Table 7-1 identifies the length 
of these segments and the estimated total water loss over that length during the 2017 season. 

Table 7-1.  Segments Identified for Lining or Piping. 

Segment Location 
Segment Length 

(feet) 
Estimated 2017 Loss 

(acre-feet) 

West Lateral, Upper 11,600 830 

East Main Canal, Table Mountain 9,000 780 
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7.4 DELIVERY SYSTEM AUTOMATION 
Using instrumentation to monitor and automate water deliveries would improve the LID system’s 
efficiency by reducing canal level fluctuations and minimizing unsteady water deliveries. It would also 
reduce the time required travelling to each structure and making manual adjustments. 
 
Lateral headgates must frequently be adjusted to accommodate water order deliveries off the Main 
Canal and adjust for water-level changes in the canal. Instrumentation at lateral headgate sites paired 
with a flume could monitor and record flow data and adjust the gate position to maintain steady 
deliveries, allowing LID personnel to set a target flow rate remotely, provide better control over water 
deliveries, and reduce water loss from fluctuations. 
 
Installing automated equipment to major check structures on the Main Canal would increase water-
delivery efficiency and accuracy by maintaining a constant water level within the canal itself. At these 
sites, LID personnel could remotely set a target water level, and the check-structure gate would 
automatically adjust as needed to maintain a constant level in the canal. A stable level in the Main Canal 
would result in reliable deliveries down laterals and from individual turnouts directly off the canal. 
 
Automated equipment should be prioritized on structures that are located at the upstream end of the 
irrigation district and start with structures that serve the greatest number of irrigated acres. Automating 
lateral headgates should be prioritized over automating check structures. 

7.5 ON-FARM IMPROVEMENTS 
Approximately 25 percent of irrigated acres in LID currently rely on flood irrigation, 52 percent rely on 
improved flood (gated pipe) irrigation, and the remaining 23 percent rely on overhead (sprinkler) 
irrigation. Because of the limited water supply in the LID, irrigators will likely always use their full 
allotment for a given season and typically before the growing season is over. Thus, improvement in 
irrigation method efficiency is not expected to result in a reduction of water diverted for irrigation; 
rather, the improved efficiency will increase the amount of water available for crop consumption and 
produce greater annual yields. On-farm improvements are not eligible for Wyoming Water Development 
Commission (WWDC) funding. Three different improvement scenarios were evaluated, summarized 
below: 

/ Scenario 1: 30 Percent Sprinkler, 70 Percent Gated Pipe 
» Increase of 504 acre-feet used by crops 

/ Scenario 2: 27 percent sprinkler, 63 percent gated pipe, 10 percent flood 
» Increase of 297 acre-feet used by crops 

/ Scenario 3: 23 percent sprinkler, 77 percent gated pipe 
» Increase of 416 acre-feet used by crops 

8.0 CONCEPT LEVEL DESIGNS 
Conceptual designs and cost estimates were produced for potential projects presented in the 
Rehabilitation and Management Plan. All projects except on-farm improvements would be eligible for 
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WWDC funding. Table 8-1 summarizes estimated costs for the projects with potential to be WWDC 
Level III projects, including loan and annual repayment values demonstrating a 33 percent loan at a 
4 percent interest rate over 30 years. A per-acre annual loan assessment has also been calculated for 
each project as the annual loan payment divided by the LID’s 11,465 acres. 

Table 8-1.  Summary of Total Project Costs, Loans, and Repayment Amounts 

Project  
Type 

Project  
Description 

Total Project 
Cost 

($) 

Ineligible 
Costs 

($) 

33% 
Loan 

($) 

Annual 
Payment 

($) 

Loan 
Assessment 

per Acre 
($) 

Rockblock Monitoring West Abutment, With Water-Level Sensor 28,176 — 9,298 538 0.05 

Rockblock Monitoring East Abutment 15,840 — 5,227 302 0.03 

Structural Replacement 
Main Diversion and Headgate 
(LID-HG-017 and LID-HG-018) 

854,789 — 282,080 16,313 1.42 

Structural Replacement Culvert (LID-CU-006) 8,137 1,014 3,699 214 0.02 

Structural Replacement Culvert (LID-CU-056) 7,211 1,082 3,461 200 0.02 

Structural Replacement Check Structure (LID-CH-020) 10,778 — 3,557 206 0.02 

Structural Replacement 
Farm Turnout TM16 
(LID-FTO-039) 

10,794 — 3,562 206 0.02 

Canal Lining Table Mountain Lining (East Main Canal) 929,940 — 306,880 17,747 1.55 

Pipe Conversion West Lateral Pipe Conversion 2,593,820 — 855,961 49,500 4.32 

System Automation 
Headgate and Flume Combination  
(4 Locations) 

56,500 — 18,645 1,078 0.09 

System Automation Check Gate (5 Locations) 60,740 — 20,044 1,159 0.10 

System Automation Flume Measurement (359 Flume) 9,500 — 3,135 181 0.02 

9.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND PROJECT FINANCING 
9.1 FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
Funding, financing, and technical support for potential projects within the LID are available from various 
sources including the WWDC, the US Bureau of Reclamation, and the Natural Resource Conservation 
Service. The projects and alternatives described in this study will require the continued coordination 
from the LID and voluntary cooperation. 

9.2 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
The LID has 104 water users irrigating 11,465 acres. Revenue for the LID is generated by an annual per-
acre Operation and Maintenance (O&M) assessment which is currently $15.00 per acre. Our 
understanding is that existing expenses are commensurate with the assessment revenue, but there is 
no established plan for increasing the assessment to account for inflation. Four different scenarios 
were developed to evaluate possibilities for addressing inflation, repaying loans on future projects, and 
saving for future projects, summarized below: 

/ Scenario 1 
» Increase the O&M assessment by 2 percent each year to account for inflation 
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/ Scenario 2 
» Increase O&M assessment 2 percent each year 
» Add $1.42 per-acre assessment to repay the 33 percent loan on a $854,789 project 

/ Scenario 3 
» Increase O&M assessment 2 percent each year 
» Add $100 first acre assessment to each user for offsetting loan repayment 
» Add $0.52 per-acre assessment for remainder of loan payment 

/ Scenario 4 
» Increase O&M assessment 2 percent each year 
» Add $100 first acre assessment to each user for offsetting loan repayment 
» Add $0.52 per-acre assessment for remainder of loan payment 
» Add Capital Improvement Assessment per acre to accrue $100,000 every 5 years 

10.0 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 
A GIS geodatabase was compiled using data that were collected in the field and data that were manually 
digitized from aerial imagery. The geodatabase includes the Irrigation District Study Area, Irrigated 
Lands, Structures (i.e., headgates, check structures, culverts, pipes, drop structures, measurement 
devices, wasteways, bridges, farm turnouts, siphons, and splitters), and Conveyance (i.e., canals and 
laterals). Photographs of mapped structures are also included. 

11.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommended actions for the LID include identifying damaged or high-risk natural features that 
threaten the integrity of the LaPrele Dam and Reservoir, rehabilitating and replacing existing structures, 
improving the management and delivery of irrigated water through automation and management 
strategies, and reducing operational and maintenance costs. 

11.1 HIGH PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS 
The greatest threats to the continued operation of the LID system represent the highest-priority 
recommendations from this study, including: 

/ Rockfall Hazard Analysis at LaPrele Dam 
» A Level II Study is recommended to better identify, quantify, and mitigate the potential for 

rockfall impacts capable of damaging the LaPrele Dam. 

/ LaPrele Dam Integrity and Operations Analysis 
» A Level II Study of additional potential issues pertaining to the LaPrele Dam is recommended, 

including geology investigations, structural analysis, evaluation of potential threats to access 
and operation of the dam, and updating all plans. 

/ Main Diversion and Headgate Facility Replacement 
» A Level III Project is recommended for replacing this facility. 
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11.2 ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following identify additional recommendations for future planning, management, and water use 
efficiency improvement: 

/ Structure Replacement and Rehabilitation 
» Address the costly replacement projects identified in Table 8-2 of the report within future 

Level III studies. The structures in need of rehabilitation, identified in Table 8-3, could be 
completed over time within the District’s own O&M budget. 

/ Canal Lining 
» Pursue the East Main Canal Table Mountain lining project as a Level III study. 

/ Delivery System Automation 
» Install instrumentation to automate system facilities through a Level III study. 

/ On-farm irrigation Improvement 
» Seek financial and technical assistance to improve on-farm irrigation efficiencies. 

/ Financing Plan 
» Adopt a financing plan to increase the O&M Assessment by 2 percent annually and adopt a 

Capital Improvement Assessment increased 2 percent annually 

/ Irrigation District Master Plan Study Update 
» Consider updating this plan as a Level II Study by 2035. 
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